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Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission in review of AFCA

The Treasury Law Amendment Bill (putting consumers first...) is misleading. AFCA in
my own cases confirmed AFCA does not put consumers first

In my experience AFCA puts industry first and I recommend the Act be changed to
recognise this and stop misleading consumers they are put first when up against an
institution with financial and legal firepower

Misleading consumers, as the title of the Act does, only serves to compound any mental
health issues

A legally uninformed customer has usually already been through a tortuous and frustrating
time dealing with complaint departments and Customer Advocates.

I have consistently experience financial institutions prompt and prod unsatisfied customers
including myself to AFCA

I have found AFCA is an easy way to remove complex difficult and persistent case
complaints off the banks books with the appearance they are handled independently. They
are not.

Banks know AFCA acts more as a small case complaints truibunal.
The average compensation points to this. The lack of transparency of case settlements over
$100,000 also points here.

I recommend AFCA be immediately required to publish numbers of payouts in bands over
$30,000 listed seperately for each institution. AFCA has talked big about transparency and
the data cube is a good step. But critical data as described is missing

I lodged multiple very specific complaints against CBA and ANZ. AFCA insisted all
complaints no matter how different be lumped together.
My intention was to make each complaint simpler and faster.
AFCA complicated and conflated matters by joining as one, then used a failure on one case
to close all my cases. This also limited the compensation. This evidences AFCA putting
industry first

35 of 36 ombudsman have a history in either banking or law. This is putting industry first
where a balance of ombudsman should have backgrounds in more diverse areas such as
ACOSS as an example. Having such a high proportion of ultimate decision makers in law
and banking has led to confirmation bias

Regulatory capture is an associated serious issue. In an earlier dispute lodged regarding
CBA, the ombudsman  had worked as a lawyer for CBA (I note some specifics
were removed from his resume) My case was overseen inside CBA by 

 had worked with each other. These conflicts should have been
prevented from the outset.
In a meeting with the CEO Mr David Locke I put forward a recommendation that a person
from a bank for example should be excluded from working on any of his former banks








